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Abstract

The dynamics in the Global Textile Complex are increasingly becoming uncertain in its space and occurrence considering the changes and challenges of globalization. Success or survival of the firms, thus, has become imperative by embracing these changes/challenges. The paper highlights organizational resilience (OR) to be the common denominator for success or survival of firms, achieved by absorbing, reducing or anticipating these changes, understanding and learning from success and failures and hence realistically and dynamically aligning its resources and culture to be market-adaptive, yet uniquely for each firm. The paper concludes with charting the successful journey of the ACG Group, analyzed along the prescribed resilience framework to strengthen the argument. 
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Background 

The global dynamics for the world textile, clothing and fashion industries has been tremendous considering the rapid changes in the market perspective in the era of globalization highlighted by greater turbulence in demands, rapid fluctuation in consumer tastes and behaviour, higher rate of competition and pressure, product proliferation, shortening of product life-cycle, to mention a few. Globalization has led to increasing complexity of the global value chains with import penetration for western European and American buyers resulting in newer forms of risks in sourcing, purchasing and networking organizations (Elliott, 2005a; Khan et al., 2008). These risks have considerably shadowed the price-related benefits of sourcing from low-cost countries, as enterprises have been opened to uncertain scenarios of variable lead-times, extended and late deliveries, poor quality and inaccurate design, management of large supplier base etc. hence becoming more vulnerable (Warburton et al., 2002; Howell et al., 1991). In this age of turbulence, how to hone survival instincts and act upon them effectively to lead success/survival has thus become imperative. Eventually success has become less persistent and the need to sustain it in the topsy-turvy situation has been a quest unquenched for many. Thus the immortality of the business models based on the forces of momentum has not yielded sufficient sustainable results of perennial success. The companies’ fortunes amidst innumerous business shocks like technological discontinuities, geopolitical and economic turbulences, changing policymaker mediations and regulations, shifts in industry structures, and consumer behaviour etc. have made the changes even more frequent and unforeseen. Hamel et al. (2003) iterate that success stories of organizations based on customer loyalty, high brand image, industry know-how, control of physical assets etc. cannot alone be sufficient enough to win sustainable success in the present time. The ability to respond quickly, decisively and effectively to unforeseen and unpredictable forces is now an organizational imperative to match the relentless turbulence; otherwise a failure in the changing environment is inevitable. Tackling such situations has yielded lot of researches in the recent times on organizational resilience (OR) as a new state of urgency. 

Context

Conceptualizing and adapting the ideas of resilience to the business world have been quite diverse. This has specifically called for developing multi-level resilience framework and constructs (McCann et al., 2009), understand its drivers and how to sustain it (Weick et al., 2007), aimed at generating a concept as done by Falasca et al. (2008) or incorporate its concept in supply chain designing (Sheffi et al., 2005) or look into its customer-centric perspectives (Power, 2007; Gulati, 2010). Gaddum (2004) defined resilience as; “The ability of an organization’s business operations to rapidly adapt and respond to internal or external dynamic changes ..... and continue operations with limited impact to the business” (Rohmeyer et al., 2009). Reinmoeller et al. (2005) describes resilience based upon dynamic orchestration of four innovation strategies viz. knowledge management, measured cooperation, prudent exploration, and increased entrepreneurship, while Bell (2002) enunciated the idea of developing a resilient virtual organizations (RVO) through five key components of true leadership, enterprise culture and trust, selective workforce, system robustness through greater connectivity and information and settings based on workplace flexibility and risk mitigation. In addition, resilience also hinges on developing flexibility, robustness and redundancy throughout the supply chain and Sheffi (2007) showed how enterprises can invest in building these to reduce risks and create competitive advantages, instrumental in reducing/absorbing marketplace complexities (Lenning-Hall et al., 2005). While flexibility is inevitable by being positive, focussed, and proactive, to conform to the challenging and stressful environment (Reinmoeller et al., 2005; Gorman et al., 2002, Coutu, 2002) - creating high degrees of agility and flexibility has also been conferred as a feasible solution through standardized processes, facilities and products; concurrent processes; shorter lead times; postponement till customer information; cross-functional activities etc. (Sheffi, 2006, Peck, 2006). This significantly leverages organizational flexibility creating routines for absorbing complexities required for robust transformations (Boisot & Child, 1999). Organizational robustness is another element imperative to achieve resilience by resisting disruptions and building reliability (Mangan et al., 2008). This is mostly related to using internal resources to build capabilities optimal to anticipate and adjust to changes and manage them and also to craft an organizational architecture that is sensible, agile, networked and prepared to discontinuities throughout its length rather than at certain nodes (point solutions) (Starr et al., 2003). OR is such a continuous process to make firms adjust to the risks and opportunities and develop strategic solutions as Hamel et al. (2003) considered resilient organizations to be offering such a range of strategic alternatives wider than the breadth of changes in the environment. Developing resilience through adaptation to mitigate global supply chain risks by managing its vulnerabilities has been a significant issue for many firms in today's uncertain and turbulent markets (Christopher, 2004; Christopher et al., 2004; Jüttner et al., 2003; Peck, 2006). This mostly relates to building adaptive fit to the changes by transferring or reducing the risk probabilities or consequences through proactive and reactive approaches for building-up resilient organization. Such organizations were first to be termed as the high reliability organizations (HROs) most likely to have total control of the situation by devising mindfulness (Weick et al. 2007). 
Risk management culture is also a widely discussed topic in literatures and researches (Christopher et al., 2004; Sheffi, 2006).  Sheffi (2006) distinguished organizations having the potential to bounce back from plausible disruptions by their ability to develop an internal risk management culture and collaborate and communicate proactively. Developing an organizational culture through effective sharing of values and aligning mindsets keeps the employees and the organization - as a whole - aware, committed and involved to act whenever and wherever necessary (William et al., 2006). Sheffi (2006) related this to passion for work of the employees of successful companies and triggering commitment through strategic leadership, strong sense of identity and value with shared responsibility (McCann, 2004). This sufficiently builds in internal and external collaborative and cooperative relationships. Collaboration has been instrumental through the righteous application of different tools like electronic data interchange (EDI), vendor managed inventory policies, collaborative planning and forecasting etc. to eventually lead to higher visibility and ensure building of trust in the system (Christopher, 2005; Jüttner, 2005). 
There are many more ways and concepts related by authors in their researches to broaden the perspectives of OR. Water (2007) related most of the above-mentioned concepts into a solution-base for achieving more of a risk-free organization either by reducing its potential likelihood or impact or by adapting, transferring or sharing risk by adopting effective risk management strategies and tools as best practices. 
Gulati (2010), on the other hand, puts forward the viewpoint of being outside-in through customer-centricity for organizations to be resilient and prosper by driving growth and profitability by leveraging the five key factors viz., coordination, cooperation, clout, capabilities and connection, collectively. It is imperative to stay ahead of the needs of the customer to deliver solutions pertinently and this has forced the dependence on reinventing business models to meet the circumstantial needs. Instead of pushing own offerings on customers, it is essential to identify current and potential customer problems and then provide seamless, integrated products and services to address them. However, at the same time there is sufficient need for aligning organizational architecture for responding to the customer needs. Networked organizational structure with greater agility and adaptability and maintaining countless secured relationships has been intertwined integrally to success patterns (Starr et al., 2003).

Success or Survival through Organizational Resilience

Resilience is, simply, the power or ability to return to the original form, position, etc., after being bent, compressed or stressed (Dictanary.com, 2010). For resilient organizations it can be interpreted as the potential to pull through changes and challenges by anticipating them, tracking success and failures, combining past experiences to present situations for controlled future by realistically matching inside-in and outside-in perspectives. Nevertheless, only a few empirical studies seem to have been undertaken so far to realize long-term organizational success in terms of developing OR. There is a dire need for organizations to build on holistic internal capacities and alignment for more adaptive fit (Miles et al., 1977; Miles et al., 1978; Chakravarthy, 1982; Lengnick-Hall et al., 2005) and robust transformations (Lengnick-Hall et al., 2005) to address the market changes. Such design principles are offered through the right organizational culture and mindset by internal restructuring to offer value to customer. Researchers have corroborated this ability by building redundancy, flexibility and robustness for security, long-term profits and business sustainability (Peck, 2004; Sheffi et al., 2005; Gulati, 2010). These highlight the integral aspects of resilience in full practice. In the paper, we have addressed success or survival either in terms of business performances like growth, sales, profitability, increasing brand/reputation, market share or customer satisfaction; or dealing with changes/challenges to emerge stronger while survival relates mostly to business continuity.

Research Questions

The central idea of this paper concentrates on exploring the following research paradigms:

· How organizational resilience (OR) is a common denominator for success or survival in the global textile complex? 
· How is it developed? What are its dimensions and attributes? 
· How can increased awareness of the resilience framework help in devising solutions for success/survival by overcoming challenges/changes?

Methodology

The research work is divided into three supporting phases to build its internal validity. Firstly, the paper adopts a content analysis approach to illustrate the construct of the resilience framework based on critical reflections on researches accomplished so far on related areas, studying high-impact literatures and accumulating large extent of textual information. This systematically identifies and develops the four pillars with its underlying attributes highlighted under the resilience framework. The paper also include instances of various actions or strategic/reflexive moves made by some of the prominent textile, clothing and fashion enterprises contextual to elucidate different characteristics fundamentally proving how the company snapped back against challenges by embracing changes – demonstrating the art of building resilience capacity while some of them succumbed to the events. In the last section, the research includes a case study analysis aimed at realizing how businesses can be successful long-term by building resilience along the aforementioned pillars. The competitive priorities of the company synthesized as a response to the challenges have been identified to analyze how they serve in dealing with the incident vulnerabilities and changes, what the company did to confront the changes/challenges in the past and what is required for snapping back from future crisis or changes.

Resilience framework

Before investigating whether a resilient framework is necessary for leading organizational success it is inevitable to define the construct of resilience referred in the paper and also for subsequent researches. The most critical and holistic, yet simple definition could be the one corroborated by Gaddum (2004) or Reinmoeller et al. (2005), as mentioned above. It is evident from a closer look into the different aspects, concepts and ideas propagated into resilience framework, that resilient organizations share several common traits. But as Sheffi (2007) corroborated there are no clear management guidelines, models or theories to achieve business resilience but a necessary pattern/denominator does exist in uniquely combining the success factors for each company in yielding answer for what company possibly should do or should have done to perform successfully or what went wrong to explain their factors for failure. It is similar to systematizing self-organizing capacity by understanding the feedbacks. The construct of OR addressed here follows the essential guideline laid-out on how to be smart about success and failure through ‘global resilience strategy’ by surviving shocks and setbacks, turning threats into opportunities, anticipating changes and ensuring sustainable success (Välikangas, 2010) – in short how to embrace changes. This all-embracing philosophy resolves around the following:

· Reduce, absorb, or anticipate changes and challenges
· Track success and failures
· Track what ‘was done’ in the past and what ‘needs to be done’ in the future
· Realistically match inside-out and outside-in perspectives, to emerge stronger

The resilience framework is along four dimensions or pillars that are fundamental and underlying components of resilience complementary to each-other, as follows:

i. Holistic internal alignment by developing dynamic capabilities (flexibility, robustness, redundancy) through resource management (people, finance, brand, product-process-supply chain) (material foundation) 
ii. Imperative adaptation to the market and customer demands and needs 
iii. Cognitive wellbeing of the organization through alignment of the organizational values, corporate culture, shared vision, responsibilities etc. (ideational foundation) 
iv. Seamless, systemic integration across the network to collaborate the strong core with the expanded specialized periphery
The resilience attributes or indicators classified under them are linked intrinsically and cross-loading the four pillars to give the systemic and holistic approach to resilience; Figure 1. 
Space, however, precludes us from providing a detailed relation of the paper to organizational theory literatures along with the testing of the resilience framework along the theories underlying its attributes. 
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Figure 1. Resilience Framework

Holistic Internal Alignment: Dynamic Capability & Resource Development

Organizations pursuing resilience has developed it at multiple levels by building the internal capacity, dynamically, to meet turbulent environments for ‘resisting, absorbing, and responding, even reinventing if required, in response to fast and/or disruptive change that cannot be avoided’ (McCann et al., 2009). The key point in developing holistic internal alignment is to build, integrate and reconfigure dynamic capabilities, competencies, resources & assets, and other necessary factors for yielding successful performance in the rapidly changing environment. This is moderated by adjusting the organizational resources in the form of products & services, processes and supply chain assets to develop a strategically robust and flexible organization. As theorized by Teece et al. (1997), these competencies/capabilities encompass management of organizational processes by coordinating and integrating activities inside the firm along with process, project & portfolio management, and development of skills through organizational learning. This essentially incorporates the design, management and alignment of product, process and people to the corporate objectives and goals in a systematic, cascading manner (Mintzberg, 1996). Although overall patterns of uncertainty could possibly be anticipated but the nature of tumultuous environments are difficult to forecast. This originates the necessity to develop overall attitude to anticipate and embrace these changes throughout the length and breadth of the organization for responding to the transitory environmental conditions by developing robust responses and long-term flexibility. 
Flexibility is a key issue in building supply chain agility to combat disruptions and operate in tightly coupled environment. Process flexibility builds resilience in the system by building inter-operability through standardized materials and processes, moving operations closer to demand through postponement, building efficiency through training programs, seamless integration of processes, concurrent engineering techniques etc. Benetton, the Italian clothing company, has redesigned its manufacturing processes to respond to extreme demand variability by making products into generic, un-dyed forms and postpone the final stage of value-addition until it has received the accurate demand information. It has extensive EDI network linking its design centres, outsourced manufacturers, sales agents, logistics and transportation firms, and retail shops. This has led to higher visibility and transparency along the extended enterprise, imperative to absorb the inherent complexities associated with sceptical consumer demand variations and integrate through higher information exchange (Sheffi, 2006). 
Burberry, in its restructuring campaign since 1998, has proved sufficient flexibility in the distribution channel model by relying upon three different lines of retail distributions through flagship stores, departmental stores and designer outlets along with sales through wholesale distributors and licensees (Burberry IPO Prospectus, 2002; Moore et al., 2004). This helped Burberry to maintain maximum control over its distribution network and higher returns and at the same time reduced risks in case of any unforeseen disruptions making it resilient considerably. Restructuring the distribution model from what existed in 1997, based on heavy dependence on licensing and royalties, which led to sufficient degeneration of financial performance made Burberry, think of re-aligning its business to maximize internal control over sourcing, manufacturing and distribution, reconfiguring product line to the requirements of a wider customer base. In a recent acquisition of nearly 50 of its own Chinese franchisees, Burberry has increased its control on the retail value chain (centralized control, reduced licensee dependability, parallel sourcing channels, integrated weaving capacities, internal production of core products and third-party manufacturing through specialist licensees) ensuring a hike of around 20 million pounds to its operating profit (sales rose by 6% during the first half of 2010) (FashionUnited, 2010). This adds to the company’s ability to build internal organizational strength aligning itself rightly to the demand fluctuations. 
Zara, world’s one of the largest branded fashion retailer, known for its fast fashion approach has developed ways to absorb the complexities through many unique and counter-intuitive strategies which have considerably added to the organization’s resilient architecture. One way of doing so is by maintaining multiple distribution centres even though the existing factories and the distribution centres do not run at full capacity of utilization (Ferdows et al., 2003). This ensures alternative or parallel paths to continue running its distribution operations even if disruption blocks or stagnates some of its distribution lines. This adds to flexibility and risk aversion for Zara’s distribution model through proper restructuring of its organizational architecture to confront impending risks. Similar parallel paths are observed in Zara’s supplier base selection and manufacturing and transportation batches. Zara evidently relies on a vast network of suppliers (owned-subsidiary and also external suppliers) to reduce risks of supply shortages as each supplier does not account for more that 4% of Zara’s total production to minimize its dependency on a single supplier and ensure responsiveness in the system (Ferdows et al., 2003). Responsiveness prompts Zara to underutilize its capacities even if the delivery quantities do not meet economic order quantities (Ferdows et al., 2004). This has evidently generated distinct pattern of Zara’s organizational routine by experiencing market changes through broad and flexible resource networks and make a fit with the existing environment by promoting responsiveness, flexibility and robustness. 
Redundancy is another common practice by maintaining safety stocks to reduce the effect of the challenges by creating slackness (Weick et al., 2007; Waters, 2007; Sheffi et al., 2005). Stock of raw materials, work in progress or finished goods as inventory though can lead to risks of obsolescence, higher inventory carrying costs, and hides real time reliability but still helps to overcome from immediate problems of disruption. Building up such a system with safety stocks need organizational planning to attain internal efficiency to cushion every node and link in the extended enterprise.
Yet, another important resource is the mobility of the financial assets as well as deposits to create critical asset stock. A large capital base acts as a buffer or shock absorber and prevents the impacts of changes along with immediate access to adequate insurance coverage. The series of external setbacks suffered by Pyramid Sportswear AB through sudden devaluation of Swedish currency followed by devastating fire in its office brought the burgeoning company on the road. Though things could have been perfect even under such situations illustrating sheer acts of resilience, had the company other offices to counter the catastrophe. However, such considerations are rather pre-emptive and based on luck. Instead the company was able to cope up with the dire financial pressure and face the reality due to its insurance coverage through Skandia (Björk, 2008). 
Building a deep social fabric of goodwill, inter-personal relationships and brand are also evident to lay a foundation for developing contextual resilience (Lengnick-Hall et al., 2005) by developing deep pocket of intangible resources acting as a mask to temporarily protect the organization from tightly coupled and interactively complex situations (Perrow, 1984). Nike is a prominent example to have overcome the challenges it faced regarding human rights violation allegations in 1997-1998 by accepting its mistakes and seriously reforming its policies due to insulation it had from its powerful, protective social structure (Connor, 2001). 

Adaptation: Market-orientation and Customer-centricity 

Adaptation has been defined by Boisot et al. (1999), Chakravarthy (1982) as the key to achieving an appropriate fit with uncertain environments. The key pin of adaptation is to a large extent becoming market-oriented, especially for fashion firms. Resilient supply chains must be adaptive to move in the right direction as quickly as possible withstanding and conforming to the changes as a company’s customer-facing activities adds to its resilience (Sheffi et al., 2005). This needs high degrees of understanding of customer wants, hence customer-centricity, interpretation of demand signals and constantly adapting to the changes. Gathering information and knowledge by devising communication and relationship platforms is essential to link to the requirements of the market, as was done by Benetton. The company developed an excellent EDI platform to transmit shop orders to the head office, real time, essentially allowing it to update the market knowledge every day and also to transmit the documentations ahead of consignments. This has been instrumental in developing Benetton’s immunity to several challenges due to initial uncoordinated and un-integrated logistics services during its growth stage. Benetton eventually adapted to the changes by establishing WIDE (Worldwide, Integrated Distribution Enterprise) and EDI to integrate all its functions and hence cut its costs and lead times, inevitable in the fast-fashion market thus unfolding its success story (Dapiran, 1992). 
On the other hand, the 1998 crisis for Marks and Spencer (M&S) is a significant example where the company has entered into dire straits due to its lack of awareness of changing environment, radical shifts in consumer behaviour and emerging distance from the customers’ needs and wants’. M&S committed a series of mistakes like deferred acceptance of credit cards to its stores, embrace out-of-town retailing, aversion to marketing policies etc. which reflected on its declining sales, falling market share – a road to failure (Bevan, 2001; Mellahi et al., 2002). 
Learning from the dot.com failure of Boo hoo also throws light on how the company failed to adapt itself to the market requirements of delivering speedy web experience to the shoppers, resulting in low conversion rates. The company was also unaware of the basic customer related questions which resulted in a turnover hike of only 0.25% giving rise to negative publicity, hence disappointing sales and ultimate collapse of it (Malmsten et al., 2001).

Targeted: Cognitive Wellbeing & Organizational Culture

For multi-brand conglomerates, a unified commitment across the business organization is essential to drive synergistic cooperation within the extended enterprise to strive towards a common goal or shared vision and break the internal and external organizational silos. This aligns the organization not only physically but also mentally towards the external environment and customer demand and makes it ready to confront any change or challenge. The ability to cooperate and collaborate around a common goal emanating from the customers’ objectives evidently builds in resilience in the organization (Gulati, 2010). Mindfulness (Weick et al., 2007) and organizational routines that absorb complexities of the environment encapsulating the firm are important in shaping-out culture and knowledge management practices are distinct in supporting cognitive strategies crucial in supporting resilient performances (Boisot et al., 1999). As an example, Gucci in the late 90s did similar parenting approach to acquire multi-brands (Yves Saint Laurent, Bottega Veneta, Alexander McQueen etc.) and ensure its brand recognition. Each of the brands had its own business model but unified in their commitment towards the Group’s brand portfolio (Moore et al., 2005). Similar story was considerable for the Inditex Group as its diverse brands (Zara, Massimo Dutti, Pull and Bear etc.) each targeting different customer segment operated independently its own stores & ordering systems, distribution network, manufacturing contractors and organizational structure. This indeed instigates the company to be responsive to any impending change and risk, as was when its sale of its newly launched khaki skirts had picked up briskly, the company could quickly replenish its store stock (Ferdows et al., 2003).
As Sheffi (2005) advocates the factors that clearly distinguish resilient HROs from others in recovering quickly and profitably from disruptions is intrinsic corporate culture through communication among employees through shared vision, values and group thinking (O’Reilly, 1989). The other factors Sheffi (2005) conceptualized to be hinging resilience to corporate culture and cognitive well-being of the company were distribution of power (so that teams and individuals are empowered to take necessary actions)/clout (Gulati, 2010), passion for work, understanding of roles and responsibilities, and trust.
Strong ideological identity as an ingredient of cognitive resilience adds strong value-driven core identity to organizations to combat jolts. This constructive organizational sense making through positive perception of experiences, realism (Coutu, 2002), and tolerance renders collective efficacy to steer the organization through difficult times.  
Recent debacle of American Apparel can probably be construed as a case where failure to preserve and hinge onto righteous corporate culture has intensified the toll of recession on the company leading to filing for bankruptcy. A series of revelations, of damaging sexual harassment allegations on the company CEO, immigration violation cases, lack of credibility & governance has been considered as causes of decline (Schwartz, 2010). This has rather labelled American Apparel as being unrealistic in its control and lacks farsightedness and efficacy considerably resulting in decline in store sales from 2009. Experts also considered the brand to be lacking a proper management perspective requiring sufficient restructuring and overhaul. What went wrong with American Apparel is fairly visible. Tainted reputation of the organization has resulted in departing from the expectations and when the recession hit the company could not cope up with its problems of external adaptation (its fresh and preppy designs were considered no longer new) and internal integration (suffered due to production problems with illegal immigrants and "material weaknesses" in the firm's financial controls). The company was far quicker to react to the market than required which possibly diluted the company’s competition as well (Adams, 2010). Though several things could have done results differently (like vertically integrated manufacturing and retailing business, unconventional marketing styles etc.), the major reason behind the company’s dipping shares, all-time low profits and rapid loss of money at a rate of nearly $30m a year is an effect of lack of mindful culture which has resulted in loss of trust among the lenders leading to a massive credit crunch, thus providing a chaotic final chapter in the story of American Apparel.

Seamless Systemic Integration: Synergistic Network

Globalization has led to different modes of connecting organizations through mergers and acquisitions, strategic alliances or outsourcing and off-shoring relationships (Reinmoeller et al., 2005). These have led synergistic collaborations with external organizations to transfer and exchange complementary resources and ideas and, hence, reduce and spread risks through the value chain. Correct alignment of the organization to its supplier base through appropriate procurement strategies, enterprise culture and relationship is indispensable to be ever-ready to unforeseen changes and challenges, wither them and recover quickly when susceptible. However, a supplier base, hence, the supply chain has to be chosen strategically by choosing its right length and width to reduce the potential disruptions. Single supplier dependability sufficiently enhances the risk due to lesser switching options in case of disruptions, however, at the same time shortens the supply chain considerably to add greater flexibility into the operations. On the other hand, relying on multiple sourcing options, increased outsourcing partners, logistics channels etc. though enhances the possibility to rely on parallel paths in case of sudden disruption in one of the node or link but sufficiently decreases control of the core organization in the extended value chain. It also adds on possibilities of other risks like lack of control, ‘silo mentalities’ and higher complexities leading to lesser visibility. 
Wal-Mart, the largest retailer in the world, gains its competitive advantage and profit by maintaining a hyper-efficient supply chain but not making a single thing. It maintains a finely tuned large base of suppliers, distributors etc. to incept the advantages of strategic partnering. On the other hand, leveraging the ability to engage profitably with external partners through collaborative networks requires both external specialization and constant innovation and adjustments through internal process optimization, as well (Sheffi, 2005). 
An intrinsic need for the high-fashion companies to retain customers and profitability side by side is to harness the development of technological and strategic know-how and market insight simultaneously. Wal-Mart and Zara are excellent advocators of such differentiated advantage by leveraging higher information capture through efficient communication platforms and advanced information technology (IT), flexible manufacturing set-ups and adept logistics network. These make them pioneer in honing the abilities to dynamically respond to customers at lightning speed. 

Success/Survival through Resilience: the journey of ACG Group

Nearly 90 years of long journey has fairly been eventful for ACG Group (ACG Gruppen, n.d.) of Sweden. It has seen several changes/challenges as major economic recession (1981-1985), technological discontinuities (regarding label printing machines), changing regulations (34% wage hike in 1974) and diverse market risks (entering USSR and the Baltic States), shifts in industry structures (shifting production to low-cost bases since 1970s), changing customer needs etc. But growth has always been a barrier-breaking process for ACG based on several contributing components to drive for survival against challenges and chaotic situations. The company defines its business success in terms of its critical success factors (CSF) innovative technology, logistics, and expansion & diversification strategies through situational awareness, experience and learning from mistakes quite vividly. Are these creating resilience, is the key point of investigation through this case analysis.

‘Structures develop before the crisis arrives’: Anticipating changes and challenges
A deeper look into this aspect has revealed that the company is able to anticipate changes and challenges ahead of time, thus developing structures before the crisis arrived whether by emerging into new market (USSR), foreseeing the industry or geopolitical crises (1981-1985 crisis in Sweden) or by diversifying into newer pastures for businesses to spread-out risks of market obsolescence (label printing or footwear business) or by making reflexive ‘winning through mergers in lean times’ (Oetinger, 2004) of smaller competing firms to consolidate the company’s position through higher focus – every time standing stronger than the competition. The mindfulness of the organization also reflected in its pioneering innovation of smart RFID-embedded labels, anticipating the future need.

‘Tracking Success or failure’: read the past, speak the present, and write the future
It is not that the company has been able to anticipate these changes/challenges all the time, but it has learned quickly from its failures and mistakes and pave through them by being realistic, situational and acceptable. Couple of times the company could not anticipate the challenges, but then was able to react to them quickly and certainly. 
Along the long history, ACG has faced many difficulties, and couple of times was close to bankruptcy because the market went down quicker than they could grow. But tracking these instances of success and failure since past has always been of interest to the company twining it with optimism, curiosity and courage. 
Technological challenges faced by the company were considerable related to machineries for label printing. Developing new ideas and thinking, new technology (in printing, re-profiling labelling concept) or logistics (Conique, Unimaten) has been such reflexive moves to drive growth (after 1991-94 crisis). This has been instrumental in driving profits for the company (increased turnover to 35-35 million SEK since 2007) inspite of recent recession.
Diversification into the Baltic States after the USSR collapse was simpler for ACG, gaining vast experiences from its earlier market challenges. However, the company realized that there is no free ticket to success and needs to embrace the challenge for survival by being realistic to match inside-out to outside-in and emerge stronger. 

‘Be realistic’: match inside-out to outside-in
The company has been extremely proficient in investing on modern print-shop technologies along with its winning logistics and web solutions to build flexible production and delivery systems thus reduce lead times and increase cost-effectiveness. It emphasized good services and well-planned solutions on the basis of lasting customer relationships. This has helped it to reap full advantage of the changing Swedish market for textile and clothing related to machinery through higher degrees of automation, technical competence and changed focus (developing new clothing management systems) catering to a wider range of customers, hence, adjusting to the customer needs. Such constructive proposals have helped its customers receive efficient, safe and quality products. Thus, while the recent recession has really hit the market hard, its printing business has made the highest profits (in 2009) in the last 45 years.    World-class logistics has always been to ACG - a way to build upon dynamic supply chain and process capabilities. Closeness to the customer has urged ACG to maintain multiple sourcing and warehouse options (China & the Baltic States) for its printing business, considerably increasing flexibility. The company has also showed excellent customer-centricity by maintaining real-time, tailor-made web solution to meet individual customer requirements. Strategic differentiation has inevitably matched its situational awareness through dynamic capability development. This has helped to think critically before the market changed (its technological innovation of garment-handling system and smart labels). 
Innovation has always been a critical pathway for success in ACG. This has been the key to its label business by developing situational awareness. The RFID technology embedded smart garment labels was such a pioneering innovation though it has always faced risks of counterfeiting.
One of the assets the company has developed through its rich history of time is experience. Especially in a vastly changing and competitive market where counterfeiting is rampant, companies leave a mark through intangible asset building as well. Knowledge and experience rendered high situational mindfulness to ACG to preserve its flexibility. This has been evident, at every step – right from addressing the problem of fading away of labels by developing its capability by innovating smart labels to relate its repertoire of action and experience and reflect on customer needs. The CEO recollected, ‘we never had people with fancy university degrees, but were mechanical guys with vast experience’. The strategic pool of good thinkers/developers – critical and constructive, took the lead to drive the company by building a team and make the organization grow-up while others believe in the shared vision, their roles and responsibilities. Enthusiasm, shared responsibilities, and fighting spirit within the organization rendered key dynamism towards achieving growth to outperform many of its competitors. While its competitors succumbed to the changing Swedish market and policies since 1970’s, situational awareness and learning experience were keys to be bold, for the company, to face the changes/challenges – react and plan for changes.
ACG has been adept in making large from its markets, be it in USSR or the Baltic States from the new businesses like that of footwear. The company has made enormous out of its USSR business through intelligent cooperation. Diverse business acquisitions has also helped to spread its risk across various industry segments and realize that if something goes wrong, the company has to find something else to replace it. It is pre-emptive that if the core market is too small then it needs to widen up the business portfolio to share knowledge and subsequent risk. The company’s cooperation agreements with various organizations to develop technology, shuttle manufacturing along with hefty expansion of operations through acquisitions seems to portray its strong financial position gained through potential corporate synergies and monetary cushions. The company has always been realistic with its solutions in handling changes/challenges. This hinges on finding exactly where the market is heading to and what does the customer need and believe.
In it quite evident that ACG has proved to be resilient by following the simple philosophy of embracing changes and challenges. It has been proactively ahead of time, developing new opportunities and capabilities, either in the form of new market, new technologies or new business venture, subsequently learning and improving knowledge base and bridging the shortfalls in case of failures leading it to emerge stronger every time.

Conclusion and Further Research

How it has been done by ACG, or is done by any other company, anywhere in the Global Textile Complex is largely context-dependent but the final requisite is to evolve stronger than before, after the change/challenge is encountered. We thus, define OR as the finding of the exact spot in the highly unpredictable business environment that fits the company’s nature and the group of people thus creating endless opportunity for competing for future. This revolves around creating the exact combination of dynamic capabilities and resources, market-orientation & customer-centricity, corporate culture & well-being and synergies suiting the time-space continuum. Resilience is not, thus, ethically good or bad but is the just the art/skill of facing and understanding the world and emerging stronger through changes (Coutu, 2002). It is pertinent to reckon, however, that the resilience attributes or indicators are not to be treated as water-tight compartments, as each complement and supplement the other that renders the holistic attribute to the framework. Though comprehensive build-up of all the resilience indicators along the four pillars highlight a holistic resilience theory; companies can bounce back from hardships or deal with changes, typically, by attaining only some of these qualities. Overcoming the impending macro-level shocks, challenges and vulnerabilities, does not necessarily ensure business success every time, but leveraging the tool-kit for achieving OR, to ensure an all-embracing attitude to changes ensuring business success, inevitably, in the long-run.
Scope for further research lie in understanding the resilience framework, more precisely, by twisting/de-twisting its components to find out how it reflects in resilience of the organization. Further, it is also required to devise practice-based solution to design resilience in organizations as a common denominator for success or survival through changes and challenges.
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